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Monte Carlo study of heat conductivity in stochastic boundaries:
Application to the TEXTOR ergodic divertor
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The heat balance equation is derived and solved for fusion edge plasma conditions with~partially
developed! ergodic magnetic-field structures. For this purpose, a three-dimensional~3D! Monte
Carlo code, ‘‘E3D,’’ based upon the ‘‘multiple local magnetic coordinate system approach’’ has
been developed. Parameters typical for the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor~DED! of TEXTOR-94
~Torus Experiment for the Technology Oriented Research! @K. H. Finkenet al., Fusion Eng. Des.
37, 1 ~1997!# are chosen in the applications. The plasma temperature fields and the profiles of the
radial component of heat flux due to the classical parallel and anomalous perpendicular diffusion are
calculated. Because of magnetic-field ergodization and diversion of field lines, parallel conduction
also can contribute to this radial flux. The results are compared with theoretical predictions for two
limiting cases: With the Rechester–Rosenbluth model of ergodization-induced transport and with a
‘‘laminar flow model’’ proposed in the present paper. This latter model describes the effects of field
line diversion. The diversion effect is shown to be dominant for TEXTOR-DED conditions.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

External or intrinsic magnetic perturbations can prov
a complex field topology in toroidal fusion edge plasm
both in tokamaks and in stellarators. In these edge pla
regions ergodic, island, and ‘‘laminar’’ zones can coex
and, certainly, mutually influence each other in a comp
cated manner. Particle and energy transport in pertur
magnetic fields have been investigated theoretically fo
long time ~see, e.g., a review paper in Ref. 1!.

If one uses anad hocansatz for the anomalous transpo
normal to the field lines~e.g., Bohm-type diffusivities!,
transport phenomena can be quantified in two limiting cas
First, intact magnetic surfaces everywhere, and, second
regions of fully developed ergodicity of the magnetic field

In the first case, one introduces some ‘‘global’’ magne
coordinate system,2 aligned to magnetic surfaces. Th
choice avoids the otherwise numerically induced artific
cross-field transport due to mixing of parallel and perp
dicular fluxes. This approach is very successful for geome
cally ‘‘regular’’ toroidal systems like tokamaks3 or
stellarators4 with, at the worst, regular chains of islands
the domain of integration.5 Note that such a regular stella
ator magnetic-field topology is only a particular case. Ev
in the same device ergodic layers may appear at the loca
of formerly regular islands, with increased plasm
pressure.6,7

In the opposite limiting case~full ergodicity!, one can
9161070-664X/2001/8(3)/916/15/$18.00
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employ stochastic arguments, e.g., the concept of magn
field diffusivity. This enables one to derive effective radi
heat conduction~diffusion! coefficients. Such coefficients re
sult from the combination of the intrinsic~anomalous! per-
pendicular transport and the contribution of the~classical!
parallel transport fluxes, both having components in the
dial direction.8–11 The crucial prerequisite for such a trea
ment is the exponential divergence of two initially neighbo
ing starting points, if one follows these points along th
pertinent magnetic-field lines:udr ( l )u}udr0uexp(l/Lk). Here
udr u is the distance between the two points,l is the distance
measured along the field lines,dr05dr ( l 50), andLk is a
parameter~‘‘Kolmogorov length’’!. It can be considered
~quasi-linear theory! that this corresponds to a diffusive be
havior of the field lines for large distancesl @Lk , with
ud( l )u'A2Dfll . Hence, under such conditions it is possib
to parameterize the magnetic field in terms of a field li
diffusion coefficientDfl and a Kolmogorov lengthLk ~see
Refs. 12 and 13!.

Complementing these approaches there exist various
proximate models14–16to describe the transport in the ‘‘lami
nar zone,’’ based upon ‘‘lattice concepts.’’ There is an a
biguity in the definition of the ‘‘laminar flow zone’’ in the
literature. In the most simple approaches one defines
laminar zone as the region, where the distance from a m
rial boundary to the next material boundary, measured al
the field line~‘‘connection length’’!, is well below the Kol-
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mogorov length. The main idea of this approach is to p
compute a ~more or less representative! fixed set of
magnetic-field lines and to employ some simplified~0D or
1D! transport treatment along these selected field lines.
though such reduced models can sometimes be quite u
for identifying the underlying physics~see Sec. IV C!, they
fail completely when statements of more quantitative nat
are required. Indeed, the artificial separation of the region
interest into laminar and ‘‘ergodic’’ zones is questionab
since it is not cleara priori whether the boundary betwee
them is a simply connected surface and, even if yes, wh
boundary conditions one should pose there? Furthemor
has been shown in Ref. 17, that the attempt to use this la
concept directly for the entire region including both regu
and ergodic zones leads to enormous numerical diffus
This is because of the inherent but unphysical mixing
parallel and perpendicular transport by unavoidable
interpolation on the Poincare´-sections, which is the basis o
this procedure.

In more realistic situations, one has to deal with comp
~intermediate! configurations where the ergodic, island a
laminar zones are present simultaneously. Here, the ansa
a diffusive behavior of the field lines is questionable.

If the magnetic field can be presented as a sum of
unperturbed background field with intact magnetic surfa
and a small perturbation field, the MHD equations can
solved with the help of spectral methods.18–20 The conver-
gence of these methods in the case of the heat balance e
tion has recently been demonstrated.20

There is another group of methods, which is less
stricted with regard to the magnetic field topology. They a
based upon ‘‘mapping techniques.’’ These methods w
originally designed to model the dynamics of te
particles21,22 streaming along regular drift orbits in the pre
ence of relatively weak diffusion in either physical or velo
ity space. In this approach, one introduces Poincare´ sections
which cut all orbits of interest. Then one treats the regu
part of the motion using a known transformation of poin
from one section to the neighboring section~‘‘mapping’’ !.
The diffusive processes are modeled by scattering of the
ticles in coordinate or velocity space on the Poincare´ cut.
With numerically pre-computed maps which are reco
structed using the ‘‘interpolated cell mapping
technique23–25 and with properly defined collision operato
as well as a proper choice of Poincare´ cuts,26,27 such a pro-
cedure becomes a rigorous method for solving the d
kinetic equation.

The mapping technique is rather straightforward to int
duce in the kinetic description when the ‘‘parallel’’ motio
of the test particles between the cuts is convective. It is m
intricate in the case of MHD equations, in particular the h
balance equation, where the parallel motion of ‘‘test p
ticles’’ ~more precisely: Heat elements! is essentially a dif-
fusion process. Nevertheless, it is possible to define
mapping-based random walk process in parallel and per
dicular directions that satisfies the original MH
equation.28,29

In this paper we present a more advanced ‘‘Multip
Coordinate System Approach’’~MCSA!, in which the full
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 129.27.161.64. Redistribution subject to AI
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trajectory of the fluid elements is now taken into accou
The concept of mapping is still important here, as will
shown below~see Sec. III B!. The main idea of using MCSA
is based upon the fact, that the magnetic field lines can
hibit truly stochastic behavior only for large distancesl
@Lk , while for l<Lk , the field remains regular. This sug
gests that one can divide the computational domain int
finite set of sub-domains, each one with a typical field li
length less than the Kolmogorov length. In each of the
sub-domains we introduce separate so-called ‘‘local’’ ma
netic coordinate systems. Such restricted coordinate sys
can, for example, be obtained as a by-product when c
structing Clebsch coordinates for open-ended systems,
Ref. 2.

Within a single sub-domain, a conventional Monte Ca
approach for parabolic equations in curvilinear coordina
~see Sec. III A! is used. If a fluid element crosses a bounda
of a sub-domain, we use the ‘‘interpolated cell mappin
technique23–25 to switch the coordinate system~see Sec.
III B !. In this ‘‘Lagrangian’’ concept, the individual fluid
parcels retain their identity when they are handed over fr
one sub-domain to a neighboring sub-domain. This avo
the problems with numerical diffusion with Eulerian co
cepts encountered and identified in Ref. 17. The method
mits to model plasma transport phenomena in magn
fields of arbitrary structure, without any further geometric
idealization.

It should be emphasized that distinct from our earl
work,29,30 where the parallel motion was described as a d
crete process~test particles exist only on the Poincare´ sec-
tions!, the MCSA is based upon a continuous random w
process. Numerically, this provides a much better accur
and geometrical flexibility of the algorithm.

The aim of the present paper is twofold. First, we der
a very general algorithm for solving diffusion-advection lik
equations in almost arbitrary magnetic geometry. Second
apply it to the particular problem of heat transfer in t
scrape-off layer of TEXTOR DED.31

The structure of the present paper is as follows. In S
II we derive the basic heat balance equation in tensor fo
for arbitrary curvilinear geometry. In Sec. III the Mont
Carlo procedure for solving this equation, based up
MCSA, is described. In Sec. IV we apply this method
solve the heat transfer problem in the magnetic configu
tions produced by the dynamic ergodic divertor~DED! of
TEXTOR. Here we take advantage of the unique capabi
of the microscopic resolution inherent to our Monte Ca
treatment of the fluid problem. We are able to separate flu
Q in the radial direction by their physical origin: Into a flu
Q' caused by anomalous cross-field diffusion and a ra
flux Qi originated by the magnetic field perturbation. Th
enables us to assess, quantitatively, the validity of theore
predictions for heat transport in TEXTOR-DED under f
less restrictive assumptions than hitherto possible.

II. BASIC EQUATION IN TENSOR FORM

In the present paper we treat only the effect of the p
turbation field on the electron heat conduction, because
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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quantity is most sensitive to the magnetic geometry. Beca
of the geometrical complications, we have to write electr
heat balance equation in a proper coordinate system.

We start by recalling the heat balance equations for
electron-ion fluid in the following vector form of the conse
vation law @compare to Braginski’s equations~1.23!, Ref.
32#:

]ua

]t
1¹•F ~V'a1hVia!ua2

2

3
x'a¹ua

2
2

3
~x ia2x'a!hh•¹uaG52naua1Sa

(u) . ~1!

Here the subscripta5e,i stands for the sort of particle
~electrons and ions!, ua[3nTa/2 and Ta are the internal
energy and temperature of the speciesa, respectively,n is
the plasma density,h5B/B is a unit vector along the mag
netic field and

V'a[S 12
2

3

x'a

D'
DV' , Via[Vi1

2

3

1

n
x iah•¹n, ~2!

x'a[
k'a

n
, x ia[

k ia

n
, ~3!

are the perpendicular and parallel velocities and heat di
sivities of respective particles,k'a and k ia are the anoma-
lous perpendicular and classical parallel thermal conducti
coefficients,Vi is the parallel fluid velocity andV' is the
perpendicular fluid velocity due to the anomalous parti
diffusion with coefficientD' . It is assumed that electron
have the same convection velocity as the ions and thus
electrical plasma currents are neglected. The heat loss
na are given by

na[na01 2
3div V1n ie , ~4!

wherena0 is the heat loss rate due to inelastic processes
n ie describes the Coulomb energy exchange between e
trons and ions. Neglecting the viscous heating of the elec
component we write the generalized heat sourcesSa

(u) as

Se
(u)[Se0

(u)1n ieui , Si
(u)[Si0

(u)1n ieue2p i j
]Vi

]r j
, ~5!

whereSa0
(u) is the energy source due to inelastic processes

p i j is the viscous stress tensor.
In general curvilinear coordinatesxi the heat balance

equation~1!, and also the continuity equation and paral
momentum conservation law can be written in form of
conservation law for a fluid propertyf

] f

]t
5

1

Ag

]

]xi
AgS Di j

] f

]xj
2Vi f D 2n f 1S( f ). ~6!

Here, g is the metric determinant andDi j is the diffusion
tensor appropriate forf

Di j 5D'gi j 1~D i2D'!hihj , ~7!

where gi j 5(¹xi)•(¹xj ), Vi5V•¹xi and hi5h•¹xi are
contravariant components of the metric tensor, of the c
vection velocity and of the unit vector along the magne
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field, respectively.~We have omitted the subscripta on the
components of the diffusion tensor and the fluid velocity.!

The fluid equation~6! describes both, the relaxation o
plasma parameters along and across the magnetic field
the fusion plasma parameter range these processes have
different time scales; e.g., the ratio of perpendicular to p
allel heat relaxation times is proportional tox i /x' and can
be of the order of 107 for electrons. Therefore, for the nu
merical solution of Eq.~6! in systems with existing magneti
surfaces~these can include island magnetic surfaces as w
see Ref. 5! magnetic coordinates must be used. This is n
essary to avoid the numerically induced artificial cross-fi
transport due to the mixing of parallel and perpendicular h
fluxes ~problem is numerically ‘‘stiff’’!. In our case, the
magnetic field has a more complex topology. Together w
regions of intact magnetic surfaces, it includes regions w
magnetic islands and also layers with ergodic magnetic fi
structure. Let us construct a general class of possible coo
nate systems, which would permit strict separation of p
pendicular and parallel fluxes. Later~Sec. III B! we will then
specialize to the particular set of coordinate systems use
the applications discussed in this paper. For such a coo
nate system, the minimum requirement is that the first t
variablesxi must satisfy the magnetic differential equation

h•¹xi50, i 51,2, ~8!

while the third variable,x3, is an angle-like variable which is
increasing along the magnetic-field lines

h•¹x3.0. ~9!

Hence we require that the covariant base vectore3 points
along the magnetic-field line.

Note that, in particular, this is the type of coordina
systems that are used in fusion plasma analysis to cons
magnetic stream functions~Clebsch coordinates2!.

As a result of these constrains, in such coordinates
parallel flux has only one nonvanishing component. That
be seen, e.g., from the resulting form of the diffusion ten
~7!

Di j 5D'gi j 1~D i2D'!~h3!2d3
i d3

j , ~10!

wheredk
i is a Kronecker symbol.

III. MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE

In this section we describe the principles of MCSA for
diffusion-advection equation like Eq.~6!. As it has been
pointed out above, we introduce a set of magnetic coordin
systems according to Eqs.~8! and~9!, each one having finite
range. We start by specifying the Monte Carlo proced
within one coordinate system~Sec. III A!. The resulting al-
gorithm will also be relevant for computational domai
without any further subdivision into sub-domains with di
tinct local coordinate systems. In Sec. III B we introduce t
subdivision of our computational domain and the set of lo
coordinate systems as used in our particular TEXTOR D
application. Then, we describe the technique of switch
between the local coordinate systems by means of ‘‘inter
lated cell mapping.’’
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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A. The general algorithm: One elementary time step

We employ the conventional Monte Carlo procedu
consisting of simulation of random walks from a discontin
ous Markoff-process. This process is chosen to approxim
a diffusion process. The internal energy contained in the s
tem, W, is distributed between an ensemble ofNp test par-
ticles,W5Npw. Herew is the initial weight of a single tes
particle ~by abuse of language; it is common to refer to t
particles, even if they represent portions of mass, momen
or energy in a fluid representation!. The whole plasma vol-
ume is sub-divided into cells that are small compared to
characteristic gradient length of the plasma paramet
Thus, the internal energy density averaged over a given
is estimated as the sum of the weights of particles in this
divided by the cell volume.

In order to derive the elementary time step we rewr
~6!, with f specialized to the internal energyu, in a Fokker–
Planck form for the pseudo-scalar density of fluid parc
N5uAg/w

]N

]t
5

]

]xi F ]

]xj
Di j N2Vc

i NG2nN1S(N), ~11!

where

Vc
i 5Vi1

1

Ag

]

]xj
AgDi j . ~12!

The source and sink termsS(N)5S(u)Ag/w and nN can be
accounted for by weight adjustment in a straightforwa
Monte Carlo manner. They shall not be discussed furt
here. In the following we describe only the treatment of t
dynamics of the test particles~heat elements!. The random
process governing the motion of a fluid element is

xi~ t1Dt !5xi~ t !1Dxi , ~13!

whereDxi are small random steps andDt!tmin . Here,tmin

is the shortest relaxation time, typically corresponding
parallel relaxationtmin5x i /L i

2 , L i is the parallel spatia
scale of plasma and magnetic-field parameters. The Fokk
Planck equation for the density of fluid elementsN subjected
to random process~13! coincides with~11! if

^DxiDxj&52Di j ~x~ t !!Dt, ^Dxi&5Vc
i ~x~ t !!Dt, ~14!

where^¯& is the expectation value. The error in the dist
bution function computed from this random process is q
dratic inDt after one time step. Using any set of independ
random numbersj i which satisfies

^j i&50, ^j ij j&5d i j , ~15!

with d i j being the Kronecker symbol, the elementary s
can be realized in the following form:

Dxi5A2Dta i j j j1Vc
i ~x~ t !!Dt. ~16!

Herea i j is a square-root matrix which satisfies

a ika j l dkl5Di j ~x~ t !!. ~17!

The random process~16! satisfies~14! up to terms linear in
Dt. Within this precision during one time step one can mo
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 129.27.161.64. Redistribution subject to AI
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separately different types of transport processes, namely
anomalous perpendicular diffusion and classical parallel
fusion, using independent sets of random numbers for e
process

Dxi5Dx'
i 1Dxi

i , ~18!

where

Dx'
i 5A2Dta'

i j j j1V'c
i Dt, ~19!

Dxi
35A2DtD i

33j31Vic
3 Dt, ~20!

andDxi
i 50 for i 51,2. Here

a'
115AD'

11, a'
215

D'
12

a'
11

, a'
225AD'

222~a'
21!2,

a'
315

D'
13

a'
11

, a'
325

D'
232a'

21a'
31

a'
22

, ~21!

and the remaining components of matrixa'
i j are zero. The

rest of notation in~19!–~21! is as follows:

D'
i j 5D'e@gi j 2~h3!2d3

i d3
j #, D i

335D ie~h3!2, ~22!

V'c
i 5V'e•¹xi1

1

Ag

]

]xj
AgD'

i j ,

~23!

Vic
3 5Vieh

31
1

Ag

]

]x3
AgDi

33,

where diffusion coefficients and convection velocities ent
ing ~22! and~23! are given by~2! and~3! for a5e. Note that
we have satisfied system~17! which contains, in general, six
independent equations with only five quantities~21! because
the tensorD'

i j is degenerate~perpendicular diffusion is zero
along the field lines!. For this reason only two random num
bers,j1 andj2 are required in~19!.

B. Multiple local magnetic coordinate systems

The coordinatesxi are constructed starting from som
appropriate real-space coordinates. In our particular c
these latter are quasi-toroidal coordinates (r ,u,w) being the
small radius~which may readily be generalized to a flux
surface label!, poloidal and toroidal angles, respectivel
First, one or several ‘‘reference cuts’’~‘‘Poincarésections’’!
are introduced. These are surfaces which are nowhere
gent to the magnetic field lines in the computational dom
~e.g.,u5const in our example!. Then, the coordinate lines o
this cut~in our case:r5const andw5const) are traced along
the magnetic-field lines. The surfaces formed in this w
from the coordinate linesr 5const andw5const are the co-
ordinate surfacesx15const and x25const, respectively.
Since these coordinate surfaces contain the magnetic-
lines, the coordinatesx1 and x2 obviously satisfy the mag-
netic differential equation~8!. The conditions thatx15r and
x25w on the reference cut are the boundary conditions
~8!.

For the magnetic fields in toroidal devices, solutions
the magnetic differential equation~8! are, generally, not
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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single-valued functions~after one revolution overu the in-
tersections of our coordinate surfaces with the reference
will not coincide with original linesr 5const,w5const any-
more!.

In the special case when nested magnetic surfaces e
possible single valued solutions to~8! are functionally de-
pendent. They can be expressed as functions of toroidal m
netic flux used as radial coordinate in flux coordinate s
tems.

In the more general case of interest here, and in orde
obtain independent solutions of the magnetic differen
equation~8! as coordinates, it is necessary, first, to use m
than one reference cut, and, second, to introduce an a
tional set of surfaces which cut magnetic-field lines. The
surfaces are periodicity boundaries limiting the dom
where functionsx1 andx2 are single valued. Thus, our mag
netic coordinatesx1 andx2 have a simple geometrical mea
ing: They are real space coordinates of the projection al
the magnetic-field line of the observation point to the nea
reference cut~see Fig. 1!.

Practically, a single reference cut is not sufficient to c
all the field lines of interest because of the presence
‘‘open’’ field lines at the edge of the plasma volume. The
wind around magnetic coils and form ‘‘private flux regions
in the computational domain. In addition, the coordinate s
tem becomes strongly nonorthogonal and disordered
away from the reference cut, in case of strong ergodic
Therefore, several reference cuts~and corresponding domai
boundaries! are needed in the general case. As a con
quence, in each of the regions separated by domain bo
aries a ‘‘private’’ local magnetic coordinate system is co
structed as described above from the ‘‘Poincare´ section’’
~reference cut! belonging to that particular sub-domain~see
Fig. 2!.

Correspondingly, the cells for computation of the loc
plasma parameters introduced in the previous subsection
limited by the domain boundaries along the magnetic-fi
lines ~see Fig. 3! and form a rectangular mesh over coord
natesx1 andx2.

For the special case ((r ,u,w)-system, reference cut

FIG. 1. Coordinate surfaces of local magnetic coordinatesx15x(m)
1 andx2

5x(m)
2 . Magnetic field-lines are given by intersections of these surfaces

the reference cutx1 andx2 coincide with quasi-toroidal coordinatesr andw.
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u5const! the formal solutions to the magnetic differenti
equation~8! are given by the characteristicsX1(r ,w,u;u8)
andX2(r ,w,u;u8) which satisfy the magnetic field line equa
tions

]X1

]u8
5

hr~X1,X2,u8!

hu~X1,X2,u8!
,

]X2

]u8
5

hw~X1,X2,u8!

hu~X1,X2,u8!
, ~24!

and initial conditions

X1~r ,w,u;u!5r , X2~r ,w,u;u!5w. ~25!

Here hr(r ,w,u), hw(r ,w,u) and hu(r ,w,u) are quasi-
toroidal contravariant components ofh. The reference cuts
are introduced by

u5um , um5u01mDu, Du5
2p

M
, m51,2,. . . ,M ,

~26!

whereu05const andM is the total number of the referenc
cuts. The corresponding sets of local magnetic coordina
x(m)

i are defined with the help of the characteristicsXi as
follows:

t

FIG. 2. Sub-domain of one local magnetic coordinate system. Coordin
are constructed from reference cut~Poincare´ section!. Transition to next
local coordinate system at ‘‘domain boundary.’’

FIG. 3. Structure of cells for computing ‘‘box-averaged’’ internal ener
density. The reference cut,u5um , and domain boundaries,u5um1Du/2
andu5um2Du/2 are also indicated.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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x(m)
i [Xi~r ,w,u;um!, i 51,2, x(m)

3 5u2um . ~27!

Using the group property of characteristics

Xi~X1~r ,w,u;u9!,X2~r ,w,u;u9!,u9;u8!5Xi~r ,w,u;u8!,
~28!

the inverse coordinate transformation is obtained

r 5X1~x(m)
1 ,x(m)

2 ,um ;u!, w5X2~x(m)
1 ,x(m)

2 ,um ;u!,
~29!

u5um1x(m)
3 .

A schematic picture of coordinate surfaces is shown in F
1. If a point described in the local coordinate systemm used
in the domain

um2 1
2Du,u,um1 1

2Du, ~30!

crosses one of the domain boundaries, the correspondin
cal coordinates in the neighboring coordinate system are
tained with help of~27!, ~29!, and the group property~28!

x(m61)
i [Xi~r ,w,u;um61!

5Xi~x(m)
1 ,x(m)

2 ,um ;um61!

~31!
[X(6,m)

i ~x(m)
1 ,x(m)

2 !, i 51,2,

x(m61)
3 5x(m)

3 7
2p

M
.

FunctionsX(6,m)
i define the Poincare´ map of the magnetic

field in positive ~1! and negative~2! directions, respec-
tively. Our reference cuts are the Poincare´ sections for these
maps. Since the particular set of local magnetic coordina
is used only in its own sub-domain, we omit subscript (m)
on the coordinates and, instead, include it in the set of v
ables as an additional, discrete, variable,x[(x1,x2,x3,m).

The procedure of construction of local coordinate s
tems described above is rather general, e.g., one can
toroidal reference cutsw5wm and cylindrical coordinatesR,
Z, w instead of quasi-toroidal coordinates. The correspo
ing formulas are obtained by the changer ,w,u→R,Z,w in
the notation.

In local magnetic coordinates the slow cross-field tra
port is clearly separated from the fast parallel transp
Therefore, the only source of numerical cross-field diffus
due to the stiffness of the problem can be at the transitio
one local coordinate system to the next one~31!. For this
reason, functions~31! defining Poincare´ maps which are pre
computed using the numerical integration of the magne
field line equations~24! for a mesh of initial points are re
constructed with high accuracy using interpolation w
bicubic splines, just as in the well established ‘‘interpolat
cell mapping’’ procedure.25 The accuracy requirements t
the spline mesh are described in Appendix A.

C. Numerical realization

The computation with the code E3D is performed in tw
stages. At the first stage the geometrical parameters cha
terizing the magnetic configuration and wall geometry
pre-computed and stored. These include the values of m
ping functions X(6,m)

i that define the mutual coordinat
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transforms between the neighboring local coordinate syst
@see~31!#. They are obtained by numerical integration of t
magnetic-field line equations~24!. For a TEXTOR-DED
simulation we use, typically,M520 reference cuts with a
grid 20320 in x1 and x2 on each cut~‘‘magnetic mesh’’!.
Such a grid is consistent with the accuracy estimates in
pendix A.

In addition, we introduce a 3D ‘‘parameter’’ mesh co
sisting of cells for evaluation of plasma parameters from p
ticle trajectories by means of box-averaging. On this me
we pre-compute and store those parameters of the m
tensors of all local magnetic coordinate systems which e
formulas~22! and ~23!. This parameter mesh does not ne
to be the same as the ‘‘magnetic’’ mesh because pla
parameters have a different spatial scale. Here we use,
cally, a resolution of 40320320 in (x1,x2,x3), respectively.

Finally, we pre-compute the magnetic coordinates of
material boundaries of the problem as well as the inve
coordinate transform of the magnetic coordinates to re
space coordinates on the wall. The latter information is us
e.g., for the evaluation of flux- and power deposition p
terns.

At a second stage we perform the transport model
itself. At this stage the evolution of the initial distribution o
internal energyu is followed until the stationary state i
reached. Since transport coefficients are nonlinear funct
of plasma parameters, these parameters are adjusted aft
time intervalsDt r!t r , wheret r is a typical profile relax-
ation time. Within the time intervalDt r whereDt r@Dt @see
~19! and~20!# plasma parameters are kept constant, and t
averaging is performed. In other words, after every time s
Dt the particle weight is added to the score for the cell wh
it is currently located. Then, the local box-averaged ene
density is obtained as a total weight scored in the cell dur
Dt r divided by the number of particle stepsDt performed
during the time intervalDt r and by the cell volume. Typi-
cally, we use 53105 test particles producing 1.53108 counts
per time step. This corresponds to a statistical error of
order of 1% everywhere.

If the fluid element intersects a boundary of the comp
tational region, it is either reflected backwards~with a certain
probability! or absorbed. The reflection probability is in
ferred from the corresponding boundary condition~prescibed
heat-flux or temperature!. In the present paper, we restri
ourselves to the simplest possible boundary conditi
namely to a zero reflection probability for the fluid parcel
all surfaces~limiters, vessel, divertor target!. At the inner
boundary with the core plasma the heat flux from the c
into the edge region is prescribed. This is done by addin
proper amount of particles~heat elements! to the system at
each time intervalDt r Typically, there is no noticeable de
pendence of the results on the angular distribution of the n
particles at the inner boundary.

The method described above is relatively CP
expensive. We are, essentially, forced to use the MPP~Mas-
sively Parallel Processing system! Cray T3E. A procedure
inherently well suited for parallelization is a linear Mon
Carlo algorithm. Indeed, in the linear case the trajectories
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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completely independent. Hence, one can simply distrib
the particles among the processing elements. For the no
ear problem also treated here, this independence pre
only within a time intervalDt r . Nevertheless, a typical com
putation has a turn-around time of about an hour with
processing elements.

IV. MODELING RESULTS

Various applications of the E3D code have been
scribed elsewhere.28–30 The beginning of operation of DED
at TEXTOR is scheduled for the year 2002. However, ma
experimental results are available from the 10 years of
godic divertor campaign at Tore Supra1 and, most com-
pletely, the final review by Ph. Ghendrih given at the 14
PSI Conference in Rosenheim, May 2000, to appear in
proceedings in J. Nucl. Mat. 2001. Many of these experim
tal and theoretical results~for example, the uniquely struc
tured temperature fields and heat load patterns! are also
found in our simulations, which, however, address a g
metrically somewhat different configuration. These, the
fore, seem to be typical of ergodic divertors in general. In
present paper we will use our tool to study a more fun
mental question. We wish at assess, quantitatively, the va
ity of theoretical models for transport in the ergodic diver
for TEXTOR under far less restrictive geometrical idealiz
tions than necessary for an analytic or semianalytic estim
The simplifying model assumptions listed below are not
strictions forced by the numerical code but are made to
late the physics relevant for the above question from s
effects.

A. The DED geometry

Although the formulas in Sec. III are fairly general an
allow for the use of toroidal magnetic fields computed n
merically, e.g., provided by the DIVA-GOURDON
combination,31 in this study we restrict the analysis to th
simple analytical model of the magnetic field introduced
Ref. 33. On one hand, this model preserves most of the m
features of the real configuration including unperturbed m
netic surfaces, chains of islands and regions with strong
godicity, on the other hand, it permits the comparison w
the results of analytical theory since the magnetic field
the form of a Fourier series. The discussion of the phys
background of this model and its relevance to TEXTO
DED31 as well as the extensive study of the stochastic pr
erties of the field is given in Ref. 33.

The model of the field corresponds to a cylindric
plasma column with periodic ends. In this case the cylind
cal coordinate system can be presented, formally, as a q
toroidal one with constant metric coefficientg335R0

2 where
R0 is the large radius of the torus. The magnetic field
represented asB5B(0)1B(1), where

B̂r
(0)50, B̂w

(0)5BT , B̂u
(0)5

r

qR0
BT , q~r !5q0

r 2

r q
2

, ~32!

is the equilibrium field with constant parametersBT , q0, and
r q . Here, a hat denotes physical components of a vector.
perturbation field is given by
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B(1)5¹3êwÂw ,
~33!

Âw~r ,u,w!52 (
m5mmin

mmax r

m
Bm~r !cos~mu2nw!,

with êw5const being the normalized unit vector along t
axis of cylindrical coordinates and

Bm~r !5«BT

n

2p
mgmS r

aD M (m)21

,

~34!

gm5~21!m01m
1

m0M p

sin~m02m!uc

sinh@~m02m!/M pp#
.

Following Ref. 33 we use the TEXTOR-like set of param
eters given in Table I. The resonant radiusr q corresponds to
the main resonanceq053. In addition, the following mag-
netic field parameters were used,M (m)519(umu21)/11
11, M p520, mmin51, mmax530. The amplitude of the per
turbation« has been varied in the range«50 – 0.15. If not
specified otherwise the value from Table I has been used
contrast to Ref. 33, the toroidal field spectrum contains o
the main harmonicn54. This produces no significant differ
ence in the results but shall greatly simplify cross check
of our results by other, simpler tools.

B. Modeling with E3D

We will discuss the following model~see Table I for
specifications!:

The computational domain corresponds to the TEXTO
edge plasma region between the wall~vacuum chamber! lo-
cated atr 5r w50.49 m ~neglecting the region in the dee
shadow of the DED divertor structure! and the hot ‘‘core’’
plasma region. The inner boundary of our computational
main is atr 5r c50.385 m.

The heat flux in electrons from the core plasmaQ is
fixed at r c . The case with constant plasma density,ne

5const, and zero plasma fluid velocity,V50, has been con-
sidered. The perpendicular heat diffusion coefficientx' and,
correspondingly, the heat conduction coefficient,k'e @see
~3!#, are assumed constant. The classical parallel ther

TABLE I. Basic parameter set.

Quantity Notation Value

Torus big radius R0 175 cm
Internal coil radius a 53 cm
Toroidal field strength BT 2 T
Poloidal scope of perturbation uc 60°
Resonant radius r q 43 cm
Resonant safety factor q0 3
Main poloidal wave number m0 12
Main toroidal wave number n 4
Perturbation amplitude « 0.1
Core plasma radius r c 38.5 cm
Wall radius r w 49 cm
Perpendicular diffusion coefficient D' 33104 cm2/s
Plasma density ne 1013 cm23

Background plasma temperature Teb 50 eV
Total heat flux from the core Q 0.25 MW
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Results of the E3D modeling and field line mapping for basic parameter set.~a! Poincare´ sections of perturbed field lines at the planew
50; ~b! Decimal logarithm of the ‘‘area stretching factor’’Am as a function of the starting position of the field line on the wall (Am corresponds to the
stretching of the area at the end point of the field line on the wall as compared to the area at the initial point!; ~c! temperature distribution at the planew
50; ~d! heat flux density at the wall,kW/m2.
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conductivity coefficient32 used in the computation is a func
tion of the electron temperature,k ie5k ie(Te), and, there-
fore, the general heat balance problem is nonlinear. In o
to separate the purely geometrical effects, in most cases
assumed thatk ie is constant corresponding to the fixe
‘‘background’’ plasma temperatureTe5Teb . For the same
reason, the simplest boundary condition~purely heat absorb
ing wall! at the vacuum boundary has been used. The b
results of E3D modeling and field line tracing are shown
Fig. 4. It is easy to verify a strong modulation of the tem
perature field@Fig. 4~c!# by the structure of the magneti
field @compare to Poincare´ map Fig. 4~a!#. This corresponds
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to the effect of a component of fast parallel transport in
radial direction. Similar temperature patterns have been
tained from modeling of the electron heat balance in
ergodic divertor of Tore–Supra.19,20As a result, the heat load
to the divertor target, i.e., to the inner wall of the torus@see
Fig. 4~d!# becomes localized in quite narrow stripes. Th
seems to be, on first sight, in qualitative agreement w
predictions of strongly simplified models for transport in t
laminar zone of DED.16

However, this is a coincidence, as can be confirmed
inspecting the geometric origin of the main divertor targ
heat load. This is illustrated by Fig. 4~b! where the ‘‘area
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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stretching factor’’Am ~see Appendix B! is plotted as a func-
tion of initial field line position on the divertor target. For th
field lines with large connection lengthLc this coefficient
approachesAm'exp(Lc /LK) where LK is a Kolmogorov
length. One can see that the position of regions with the m
heat load correlates with regions whereAm.30. Therefore,
high heat load regions are magnetically connected directl
the ergodic zone and do not even belong to the isolated la
nar zone studied by Eichet al.16 Also these results from the
E3D runs, although for a different configuration, agree qu
tatively with experimental and theoretical findings from To
Supra~loc.cit.!.

Although the results above demonstrate a pronoun
three dimensional nature of transport in the ergodic diver
it is interesting to estimate the overall effect of the ergo
divertor on radial heat transport—the ‘‘net radial effect’’
the perturbation, which is depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. In th
figures the radial dependencies of the temperature aver
over the poloidal and toroidal angles,^Te&, are shown for
typical values of the perturbation amplitude,«50.05– 0.15
and the background plasma temperature,Teb525– 75 eV,
respectively. The analytical solution there corresponds to
case without perturbation field,«50. As one expects, the
increase of the perturbation leads to a decrease of the
perature at the edge due to the increased effect of the
parallel transport on radial profiles. This effect is less p
nounced in the ‘‘nonlinear’’ case, when the self-consist
value of the background plasma temperature,Teb5Te , is
used in the parallel thermal conductivity coefficientk ie .
This is due to the fact that in the outer region, in which t
perturbed field is the strongest, the parallel thermal cond
tivity is strongly reduced because of the lower temperat
there, (k ie;Te

5/2). In order to estimate the influence of th
~inclined! parallel transport on temperature profiles, it is i
teresting to calculate the contribution of the parallel therm
conductivity to the total radial heat flux under quite realis
conditions~e.g., in the presence of walls, limiters, etc. . . . !

A separation of the contributions from the parallel a

FIG. 5. Angle-averaged radial plasma temperature profile^Te& for various
values of perturbation amplitude«. Curve 1—analytical solution («50),
curve 2—«50.05, curve 3—«50.1, curve 4—«50.15.
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perpendicular heat transport to the total radial heat flux
naturally be done within the Monte Carlo procedure d
scribed in Sec. III as follows. The total radial flux of energ
can be evaluated as

Q5
w

Dt r
~N12N2!, ~35!

whereN1 andN2 are the numbers of heat elements cross
the surfacer5const during the time incrementDt r in posi-
tive ~with increasingr ) and negative directions, respectivel
and w is the energy assigned to a single fluid element,
Sec. III A. Since the ‘‘perpendicular’’ and parallel steps e
tering ~18! are performed subsequently, one can write

N65Ni
61N'

6 . ~36!

Ni
6 andN'

6 are the numbers of fluid elements that cross
surfacer 5const after the parallel or perpendicular step,
spectively. Thus we obtain the contributions to the total
dial energy flux from the classical parallel and anomalo
perpendicular diffusion as

Qi ,'5
w

Dt r
~Ni ,'

1 2Ni ,'
2 !. ~37!

In the case of a stationary energy distribution the total fl
Q5Qi1Q' is constant~independent of radius, due to ou
neglect of external sources and sinks!, and is equal to the
incoming heat flux from the core plasma. If this state
reached in the computation the time intervalDt r can be taken
even longer in order to reduce the statistical error in
computed fluxes further.

The results of simulations of the parallel component
the total radial heat flux,Qi , are presented in Figs. 7 and
with dashed lines. Note thatQi does not exceed the value o
the total radial heat fluxQ50.25 MW. It approaches this
value in the region near the wall where it dominates o
Q' , the contribution of the anomalous perpendicular h

FIG. 6. Angle-averaged~radial! plasma temperature profilêTe&, compari-
son of linear and nonlinear heat diffusion model, for various values of ba
ground plasma temperatureTeb . Curve 1—Teb525 eV, curve 2—Teb550
eV, curve 3—Teb575 eV, curve 4—‘‘nonlinear’’ case. Other paramete
are given in Table I.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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transport to the total radial heat flux. This is typical for
laminar flow established near the wall, by the energy s
action of our walls. We conclude from this that in mo
realistic studies, in which the sink action may also be cau
by the presence of neutral atoms and molecules, purely
metrical arguments to identify laminar flow regions may
grossly in error.

C. Mechanisms of perturbation-induced transport

Let us consider two possible mechanisms
perturbation-induced transport. The first effect comes fr
the ‘‘diversion’’ of field lines which, in particular, take
place in the scrapeoff layer of the usual tokamak divertor
leads to the extension of the radial region containing fi
lines which directly contact the wall. This provides an effe
tive heat sink due to fast parallel transport along those fi
lines. In our case this mechanism causes the~often undes-

FIG. 7. Parallel component of the total radial heat flux,Qi , for various
values of perturbation amplitude«. Dashed—results of Monte Carlo com
putation, solid—results of the ‘‘laminar’’ model. Curves 1—«50.05,
curves 2—«50.1, curves 3—«50.15.

FIG. 8. Parallel component of the total radial heat flux,Qi , for various
values of background plasma temperatureTeb . Dashed—results of Monte
Carlo computation, solid—results of the ‘‘laminar’’ model. Curves 1
Teb525 eV, curves 2—Teb550 eV, curves 3—Teb575 eV.
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ired! peaking of the power load onto the target@see Fig.
4~d!#, i.e., the perturbation field has a negative side effec
the static regime of DED. The second mechanism is due
the ‘‘braiding’’ of the field lines that causes the increase
transport due to the combined effect of fast parallel transp
and slow perpendicular transport which de-correlates
electron positions from the field lines.8,9 The fact that the
field lines in the considered region of space end up on
wall is not important here. This case is particularly intere
ing from the point of view of an ergodic divertor.

Qualitatively the roles of ‘‘diversion-induced’’ and
‘‘ergodization-induced’’ radial transport in formation of th
temperature distribution can be seen from Fig. 9. At the ou
regions of the plasma the temperature variation with the
tance along the field line fits better to the first mechanism
Te generally increases from the wall towards the midpo
~stagnation point! of the field line. At the same time, th
temperature oscillates along the long field lines, which
more characteristic to stochastic parallel transport~and, no-
tably, again experimentally observed in Tore Supra, see
erences given above!. The dominance of the diversio
mechanism at the outer region can be seen also from Fig

FIG. 9. Te as a function of the distance along the magnetic-field lines. Field
lines intersect the cross-sectionw50 ats50 and various values of the sma
radiusr: ~a! r 50.46 cm,~b! r 50.43 cm, and poloidal angleu: curves 1—
u50, curves 2—u5p/4, curves 3—u5p/2, curves 4—u5p.
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where the strong correlation ofTe and the connection lengt
Lc arises at the outer plasma region.

In order to identify the additional radial transport mech
nism in more physical terms we consider two simplifi
transport models that correspond to opposite limiting ca
These are the Rechester–Rosenbluth diffusion model8,9 de-
scribing the effect of braiding and a ‘‘laminar’’ sink mode
which describes the diversion effect. The latter model
based upon the same concepts as the models describ
Refs. 14–16. The comparison of the result of the Mo
Carlo computation ofQi with the results of these models wi
be used to identify the dominant mechanism of perturbati
induced transport.

First, let us estimate the overall radial heat diffusion c
efficient due to parallel transportDr

(i) from the known radial
profile of the angle-averaged temperature,^Te&, and the total
parallel heat flux,Qi , using the assumption that radial tran
port is diffusive. Sincê Te& is monotonous andQi is posi-
tive we obtain a positive ‘‘effective’’ diffusion coefficient a

FIG. 10. Plasma temperatureTe ~solid! and the connection lengthLc

~dashed! vs the poloidal angleu at the cross-sectionw50. ~a! r 548 cm;~b!
r 546 cm.
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(i)5

2Qi

3ne
S d^Te&

dr D 21

. ~38!

Let us compare this quantity with the Rechester–Rosenb
~RR! diffusion coefficient

Dr
(RR)5DstD ieFLKlnS 1

rku
S D ie

D'
D 1/2D G21

, ~39!

whereDst is the field line diffusion coefficient,ku5m/r is
the characteristic perpendicular wave number andLK is the
Kolmogorov length. One should note that for the TEXTO
DED configuration the magnetic field is only very poor
described in terms of field line diffusion. This is because
islands corresponding to main resonances have widths c
parable with the size of the scrape-off layer itself.34 This can
be seen also from Fig. 11 where the radial dependence o
Chirikov parameter s5(dm111dm)sku and the island
widths dm52(8qR0Bm /(skuB0))1/2 corresponding to the
magnetic-field model used here are shown. Nevertheless
rough estimates we use forDst andLK the results of quasi-
linear theory1,12,13

Dst5pqR0UBm

B0
U2

, LK5
qR0

4p1/3S qR0kusUBm

B0
U D 22/3

. ~40!

Heres5rdq/(qdr) is a shear parameter,Bm is given by~34!
andm is the poloidal wave number closest to the resonan
m5@nq(r )#.

The results of analytical estimates of the Rechest
Rosenbluth heat diffusion coefficient and ‘‘effective’’ diffu
sion coefficient~38! are shown in Fig. 12. One can see th
Dr

(RR) becomes compatible withDr
(i) only in the inner region

of the considered plasma volume. In this region bothDr
(RR)

andDr
(i) follow the same scaling with perturbation amplitud

and background plasma temperature. On the other hand
value of the Rechester–Rosenbluth coefficient is quite sm
compared to the ‘‘intrinsic’’ anomalous perpendicular diff
sion coefficientD' chosen here.

FIG. 11. Chirikov parameters vs r for «50.1. Island widths are shown
with error bars. Dashed bars correspond to the approximate estimate
in the text, solid bars correspond to width~Ref. 36!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The second limiting case of completely laminar he
flow due to parallel transport along the field lines connec
to the wall can be described by a simplified ‘‘sink’’ mod
which uses the self-consistent temperature profile calcul
by the Monte Carlo code. Assuming that the heat sink alo
such selected field lines is the only relevant mechanism
rewrite the 3D problem as a finite set of one-dimensio
problems for separate field lines. Each field line starts
ends on a wall surface. They interact with each other
means of an effective heat source.14 Assuming that the
modulus of the magnetic field is constant along the field lin
we can present the stationary heat conduction equation in
form

k ie

d2Te

ds2
1S'50, ~41!

wheres is a distance along the field lines andS' is a source
term which contains the divergence of the perpendicular fl
Let us consider the toroidal cutw50 with given temperature
distribution and distribution of the connection length of t
field lines starting from this cut both in the positive an
negative toroidal directions,Lc

1 and Lc
2, respectively. As-

suming thatS' is localized in the midpoint of the field line
we find that the parallel temperature gradient is cons
along the field line between the midpoint and endpoints
the wall and its modulus is equal toTe /Lc whereLc is the
smallest ofLc

1 and Lc
2 . Making use of the fact that the

FIG. 12. Overall radial heat diffusion coefficient due parallel transp
Dr

(i) , vs r for various values of pertubation amplitude,~a! «50.05, ~b!
«50.1, ~c! «50.15, and various values of the background plasma temp
ture, ~d! Teb525 eV ~e! Teb575 eV, ~f! ‘‘nonlinear case.’’ Curve 1—Eq.
~38!; curve 2—Rechester–Rosenbluth model.
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magnetic field is mainly in the toroidal direction we obta
for the toroidal component of the parallel heat flux densit

qw~r ,u!56k ie

Te~r ,u!

Lc~r ,u!
, ~42!

where the sign corresponds to the index of the shortest ofLc
1

andLc
2 . Field lines that never intersect the sectionw50 are

located only in small vicinity of the wall~private flux zone!.
Therefore, the whole area of the surfacer5const is mapped
along the field lines to the sectionw50 for r not very close
to the wall radiusr w . Using the conservation of the paralle
flux in the magnetic flux tubes we can express the fl
throughr5const as an integral from the flux density throu
the toroidal cutw50,

Qi~r !52k ieE
r c

r w
dr 8r 8E

2p

p

du
Te~r 8,u!Q~r 2r mid~r 8,u!!

Lc~r 8,u!Nt~r 8,u;r !
.

~43!

Herer c is the core plasma radius,r mid(r 8,u) is the midpoint
radius of the field line passing throughw50 at the point
(r 8,u), Q(x) is a Heaviside step function andNt(r 8,u;r ) is
the number of crossings of field lines through the toroid
cut. Hence: The factor 1/Nt prevents multiple counting of the
same field line during the integration. The step function
~43! takes into account the fact that only field lines who
midpoint’s radius,r mid , satisfies the conditionr mid,r con-
tribute to the radial fluxQi(r ).

Such a model helps to estimate the parallel transpor
the laminar zone, or, more precisely, to identify the para
transport mechanism due to the magnetic field line divers
For the parallel radial transport which has a stochastic nat
namely Rechester–Rosenbluth transport, it should give a
dial flux which is close to zero. Indeed, in the case
Rechester–Rosenbluth transport the parallel gradient is
alternating function of the distance along the field lines. The
parallel transport needs a small amount of perpendic
transport in order to produce a net radial flux. Therefore
the regions where the stochastic transport dominates,
laminar model would give a very smallQi due to the large
Lc values. Moreover, it obviously givesQi50 for the iso-
lated ergodic layer.

The comparison of the results of this model and of t
3D calculation for different perturbation field amplitudes«
and background plasma temperaturesTeb ~Figs. 7 and 8!
confirms that the diversion mechanism is dominant in
outer plasma region. At the same time the laminar mo
gives smaller contribution in the central part of the cons
ered region where the ‘‘ergodization’’ mechanism tak
over.

We see that neither a laminar flow model nor an ergo
transport model can describe the entire scrape-off la
~SOL! of an ergodic divertors properly. We have seen th
the consideration of the mutual influence of the regions w
quite distinct transport physics is essential for any attemp
quantitative transport modeling for ergodic divertors.

,

a-
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V. CONCLUSION

A new Monte Carlo tool for modeling three-dimension
edge plasmas of toroidal confinement devices has been
veloped and realized in the 3D Monte Carlo code E3D
extends other 3D CFD~computational fluid dynamic!
projects in fusion edge plasma physics in that it enables
to account, explicitly, for the presence of subregions of
godic force fields~here: The magnetic field!, consistently
linked to other domains of a more laminar flow charact
The code is based upon multiple magnetic coordinate
tems linked by an ‘‘interpolated cell mapping.’’ This ap
proach has been applied to parameters typical for the
namic ergodic divertor of the tokamak TEXTOR-94. Th
computations have been performed both with fixed para
thermal conductivity and self-consistently accounting
their nonlinear dependence on the temperature. The com
tations in the first case had the primary purpose to study
effects of the magnetic-field topology on the heat transp
rather than other effects. In order to determine the additio
heat flux caused by the effect of the magnetic-field pertur
tion, the radial heat fluxes due to the classical parallel
anomalous perpendicular diffusion could be separated, a
cial feature of the microscopic Monte Carlo procedure. T
additional heat flux originating from the radial transpo
along the magnetic-field lines is shown to be in agreem
with the results of the Rechester–Rosenbluth diffus
model in the inner region of the TEXTOR DED plasm
Therefore the additional transport in this region can be att
uted to the magnetic field line braiding. This additional tran
port appears to be small compared to the effect of the ano
lous perpendicular diffusion. In a much wider region in t
neighborhood of the wall, however, a simple model ba
upon parallel transport on inclined field lines contacting
wall provides a better qualitative agreement with results
the Monte Carlo computation of the additional heat flu
This model describes the effect of the magnetic field l
diversion—the same structure as in the scrape-off laye
more common poloidal divertor concepts, except for
breaking of symmetry between plasma and recycling flow
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APPENDIX A: ERROR INDUCED BY SPLINING

The error of the splining procedure used for reconstr
tion of the magnetic field mapping functionX6,m

1 ;hrL i can
be estimated using the residual term of the bicubic spline

dr;X6,m
1 S h

L'
D 4

;S h

L'
D 4

hrL i . ~A1!

Herehr is the radial component of the unit vector along t
magnetic field,L i is the characteristic distance between t
reference cuts along the magnetic field line,L' is the char-
acteristic perpendicular scale of the perturbed magnetic fi
andh is the size of the mesh interval. First, we assume
worst case when the errors add up with the same sign e
time the coordinate change between the local coordinate
tems is performed. The coordinate change occurs, on a
age, once per time intervaldt;L i

2/x ia wherex ia is the par-
allel heat diffusion coefficient~3!. Then, the error will induce
an artificial perpendicular convection with velocityVart

5dr /dt. This velocity must be kept well below the real pe
pendicular fluid velocity coming from the perpendicular d
fusion

V'5D'U¹u

u U; D'

a
, ~A2!

whereD' is a perpendicular diffusion coefficient anda is a
characteristic perpendicular scale of the temperature~plasma
small radius in the worst case!. Thus for the allowed system
atic error~A1! we get the limitation

udr u!
D'

x ia

L i
2

a
. ~A3!

If the errors add up with a random sign, which is much mo
likely, the splining error will result in an artificial cross-fiel
diffusion with coefficientDart;dr 2/dt. This diffusion coef-
ficient must be smaller thanD' . This means a weaker limi
tation ondr than ~A3!,

udr u!S D'

x ia
D 1/2

L i . ~A4!

The parameters of the ‘‘magnetic mesh’’ described in S
III C were chosen to satisfy the ‘‘worst case’’ conditio
~A3!.

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE CONNECTION
LENGTH AND LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS

In order to introduce the cell mapping procedure for c
culation of the connection length and of Lyapunov expone
we use a conventional method for calculation of t
Lyapunov exponent from a given vector field~see, e.g., Ref.
35!. The magnetic-field line equations with toroidal anglew
as an integration variable are

d

dw
yi5 f i~y,w!, i 51,2,

ds

dw
5

1

hw
, ~B1!

wheref i5hi /hw is a vector field,y[(y1,y2)5(r ,u) ands is
the distance along the field line. The flow induced by th
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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vector field is the solution to this set of equations for a
initial point y0

i ~some general curvilinear coordinates, qua
toroidal in our case!

yi5Yi~y0 ,w0 ;w!,
]

]w
Yi~y0 ,w0 ;w!

5 f i~Y~y0 ,w0 ;w!,w!, Yi~y0 ,w0 ;w0!5y0
i . ~B2!

The separationdyi of a neighboring field line evolves ac
cording to

dyi5
]Yi

]y0
j
dy0

j [M j
i ~y0 ,w0 ;w! dy0

j , ~B3!

where M j
i []Yi /]y0

j is the deformation tensor of the flow
field. The evolution of this tensor along the field line is

]

]w
M j

i ~y0 ,w0 ;w!5
] f i~y!

]yk U
y5Y(x0 ,w0 ;w)

M j
k~y0 ,w0 ;w!,

~B4!

M j
i ~0,y0!5d j

i . ~B5!

The deformation tensor has the property

M j
i ~y0 ,w0 ;w!5Mk

i ~Y~y0 ,w0 ;w1!,w1 ;w!M j
k~y0 ,w0 ;w1!.

~B6!

The change in length of the displacement will be

udr u25dyigi j dyj5dy0
kMk

i gi j M l
jdy0

l 5dy0
kGkldy0

l ,
~B7!

Gkl[Mk
i gi j M l

j ,

wheredr5r (y1dy,w)2r (y,w), and r (y,w) is the radius-
vector of the point with curvilinear coordinatesy,w. Heregi j

is the covariant metric tensor of the quasi-toroidal coor
nates in the endpoint of the trajectory~note that only the
components withi , j 51,2 are used!. Let us write an eigen-
vector equation in the form

g(0)
mkGkl dy0

l 5m dy0
m , ~B8!

whereg(0)
i j is the contravariant metric tensor in the starti

point of the trajectory and choose the eigenvector with
largest eigenvalue.~Both matricesGkl and g(0)

mk on the left-
hand-side~lhs! are symmetric and positive definite, an
therefore, eigenvaluesm are real and positive.! We can de-
fine the respective Lyapunov exponent as

l~dy0 ,y0 ,w0!5
1

Lk
5 lim

s→`

1

s
log

udr u
udr0u

5 lim
s→`

logAm

s
, ~B9!

wheredr05r (y01dy0 ,w0)2r (y0 ,w0) is the initial displace-
ment with the length

udr0u25dy0
i gi j

(0)dy0
j , ~B10!

anddy0 is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalum
of the eigenvalue problem~B8!. The geometrical meaning o
Am is the following. At an initial point of the field line~on
the wall! in a plainw5const we introduce an~infinitesimal!
small area which has a shape of a circle with radiusr 0 . The
boundary of this area and its center point are traced along
field lines until the center hits the wall another time. Th
Downloaded 12 Jul 2002 to 129.27.161.64. Redistribution subject to AI
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the circular boundary is transformed to an ellipse with lar
semiaxisa and approximately the same area as the ini
circle. The ratioa/r 0 is the stretching factorAm.

In a truly chaotic system, the Lyapunov exponential b
comes independent of the starting pointy0 ,w0 of the chosen
trajectory, for sufficiently large times. In a Hamiltonian sy
tem the area when moved with the flow is conserved~more
precisely, it is inversely proportional to the local value
physical toroidal magnetic field componentB̂w) but its shape
will be deformed. The maximum elongation is described
the Kolmogorov lengthLk which is the inverse of the larges
Lyapunov exponent.

One can check that the eigenvalues obtained from~B8!
are independent from the choice of variablesy. In particular,
one can use the canonical action-angle variablesI
5r 2/(2R0

2) andu ~see Ref. 33!.
During the calculations the position of any field line ca

be traced with the help of a Poincare´ map instead of direct
integration of the field line equations. The mapŶi(y) is pre-
computed numerically on the mesh of initial points using t
trajectoriesYi ,

Ŷi~y!5Yi~y,w0 ;w01Dw!, ~B11!

whereDw5p/2 is the toroidal period of the field~see Sec.
IV A !. Then, during the main computation, Poincare´ map-
ping is performed with the help of interpolating map da
using bicubic splines. Together with the map, also the de
mation tensorM̂k

i is stored where

M̂ k
i ~y!5Mk

i ~y,w0 ;w01Dw!. ~B12!

Using the group property of the deformation tensor~B6!, it
can be also obtained by successive maps

Mk
i ~y,w0 ;w01nDw!

5M̂ kn21

i ~yn21!M̂ kn22

kn21~yn22!¯M̂ k1

k2~y1!M̂ k
k1~y!, ~B13!

whereyk is the field line footprint afterk Poincare´ mappings

yk
i 5Ŷi~yk21!. ~B14!

If, after a certain number of mappings, the field line hits t
wall within the magnetic-field period, connection lengths
and deformation tensor are obtained by direct integration
the field line equation~B1! and the corresponding equation
for the deformation tensor~B4! with initial conditions on the
Poincare´ cut given by the last successful mapping.

Such a procedure allows a fast evaluation of the conn
tion and Kolmogorov lengths for relatively complex ma
netic fields, in particular, produced by real coils and calc
lated with the help of the Biot–Savart law. At the same tim
e.g., for the twist map the deformation tensorM̂ k

i can be
obtained analytically.33
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